Custom Printed Faceplates and Overlays
Enhance Applications from Set Top Boxes to High
Temperature PC Boards
Fabrico can custom print your labels, faceplates, and overlays in a variety of material
configurations, using any number of printing processes to support applications such
as process tracking labels, overlays for set top boxes, high temperature bar code labels
for PC boards, customizable thermal transfer labels, and identification materials. With
a large inventory of available materials that are already UL/CSA approved, we offer

Overlays up to 15 mils thick can be produced to adhere
to any surface and fit any shape or configuration for a
variety of components.

high-speed, rotary printing in a variety of processes including flexographic, letterpress,
screen, hot stamping, and digital printing. Our expert process engineers can help
choose the most effective method of production for your project from a multitude of
press and material options. Precision converting options include inline rotary, flatbed,
punch press, and laser cutting for connectors, pins, and actuator holes that are clean,

Fabrico’s custom
printed faceplates

burr-free, and distortion-free.

and overlays serve

Unlimited Customizable Options Give Your
Application a Unique Appeal, and Sets it
Apart from the Competition

as identification,

Many customized options are available for specific usage requirements. Optically
clear viewing windows can be created using translucent inks or clean cut laminated
films for improved readability. Variable numbering, 2D bar codes and other data can
be added for enhanced product identification and tracking. Embossing or debossing
can raise or lower letters for ease of use in low-light or difficult to access locations.
For durability and long life, UV inhibitors may be added to materials to provide
sun, water and temperature resistance in outdoor or high-light applications, and
a texturized, hard-coat, and scratch resistant lamination can provide additional
protection in rough conditions.

decoration, warning
and instruction for a
wide range of product
applications.

Selecting the Right Converter
Fabrico offers their design engineering expertise to help customers
determine the specific requirements, select the best materials and
adhesives, and choose the label type, such as pressure-sensitive,
that works best for their application and environment. With the
proper combination of those factors, markings and labels can last for
decades even in the harshest conditions, such as chemical exposure,
oily or slick surfaces, and wet or humid conditions. Through the use
of Fabrico’s extensive printing and labeling experience, customers
can ensure their markings and labels will have high bonding strength
and durability on a variety of surfaces, including metals, inert plastic,
epoxy, ceramic, etc. With more than 30 years of materials experience,
Fabrico engineers understand the impact a material selection can
have on the overall manufacturing process, therefore, material
systems are designed to optimize production efficiency and improve
overall cost-effectiveness.

About Fabrico
Fabrico is the market leader in design and manufacturing services

Quality Control

for flexible materials. Fabrico has developed a track record of solving

With a fully equipped test lab, Fabrico ensures that customer materials

unique challenges and providing sound customer solutions. The

meet designed-in specs before they leave the factory floor, often

company offers a wide range of custom fabrication services including

eliminating the need to test materials on the customer end. Fabrico uses product engineering, material sourcing, prototyping, converting,
its laboratory to test adhesion, tensile, and dielectric strengths, as well
laminating, complex printing, custom die-cutting, rotary dieas coat weight, resistance, capacitance, and voltage measurements.

cutting, water jet cutting, laser cutting, assembly, and performance

Fabrico’s test and measurement equipment is calibrated annually per

packaging. Fabrico’s Advanced Assembly capabilities apply design-for-

the ISO standard.

manufacturing principles to complex, high-value projects in demanding
markets that include electrical/electronics, medical, military/aerospace,
power generation, renewable energy, and transportation. Fabrico is
located in Kennesaw, GA, USA and is a division of EIS. More information
is available at www.fabrico.com or by calling (800)-351-8273. Fabrico is
a trademark of EIS, Inc.
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